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Elliot wave update 

This week we’ve been anticipating and monitoring red wave C down (see Figure 1). Using common Fib-extensions 

and possible confluence of different wave degrees we set a target of SPX2010-2020 (See table 1 next page). On 

Thursday the market hit SPX2026 and reversed. As of yet it is unclear if all of red C has completed, or if it is 

subdividing. The parameters to watch are 1) first a trade above the upper blue descending trendline (lower red 

arrow); and 2) then a move >45p –thus >SPX2071- as red B was 45p. This is also the prior black b level (upper red 

arrow). 3) A drop below SPX2026 means red C continues. That simple.  

Figure 1. SPX 60min chart: red wave “C?” completed? Grey zone is S/R 

 

Resistance is at SPX2075-2090. If Red C has bottomed then we expect the larger b wave to stall in the grey zone, 

which coinicdes with a nice 61.8-76.4% of the prior SXP2111->2026 move. We’ll then label SPX2026 as intermediate 

a and the upmove as intermediate b. Once and only if intermediate b is confirmed we can then set targets for 

intermediate c. No need to front run anything and therewith increasing the chance of getting burned.  

 

Please note that corrective bounce can eiher be a straight shot up or subdivide into an abc with b being difficulate 

to predict before hand; in other words trade them cautiously. 
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Table 1 shows the ideal Fib-extension targets for red C with the SPX2015-2013 as confluence that we’ve carried over 

the past 2 weeks and monitored. IF red C bottomed at SPX2026 it certainly fell short of any the common Fib-

extensions. This shows why we anticipate, monitor and adjust: nothing –and in particularly this market- is set in 

stone. There are no guarantees, especially not with corrections be it big or small. 

Table 1. Ideal Fib extension target for red C based on red A, B and black a,b of Red C 
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Market update. 

With Friday’s price action the TIs are starting turn back up and a non-ideal A.I. buy signal was given (all 3 TIs that 

comprise the A.I. turned up simultaneously but only 1 was <20; this often signals a b-wave bounce). Price was unable 

to get above the 50d SMA (lower red arrow) and as such remains also below the 20d SMA: short- to intermediate 

term down trend. On Thursday price did find support at the grey descending trend line (blue arrow) and this is now 

our bull/bear line in the sand. The upper red arrows show next resistance if/when the market is able to move over 

the 20d and 50d SMA (overnight futures can take care of such “issues”); SPX2078, SPX2085. Price action continues 

to resemble that of late-December 2015; only things appear to be moving faster.  

Figure 2. SPX daily TI chart. TIs starting to point back up. Price still below 20d and 50d SMA 
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The weekly chart continues to look down and price closed right at the upper red trendline. There are no buy signals 

on the A.I. or FSTO. The MACD is stalling. Resistance next week is at the upper green trendline at ~SPX2075. That’s 

all there is to it.  

Figure 3. SPX weekly TI line chart. TIs point down, price closed at upper red trend line; Found support at 50w and 

100w SMA intra-day Thursday 
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Since TECH has declined the most over the past 4-5 weeks, we continue to keep an extra eye on it. The weekly 

COMPQ chart shows that price continues to find support at the 20w SMA, but this SMA together with the 50w SMA 

continue to point down. Hence, the intermediate term trend is still down. Resistance is as such at the 50w SMA 

($4860) and at the upper descending trend line. IF price can break out and close above the upper blue trend line, 

THEN we’ll get seriously more bullish. For now, the trend is down. 

Figure 4. COMPQ weekly charts: support at 20w SMA holds. No buy signals. 
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Market breadth. 

The SPXMO (McClellan Oscillator of the S&P500) remains negative and entered our “buy-able bottom” zone (<-60), 

on Thursday and reversed; similarly to late-December 2015. Not shown here, but the NAMO and NDXMO are close 

to positive (-4 and -13; respectively) suggesting a bigger bounce may be underway idneed; but we must see positive 

breadth numbers first to be more certain. And as you all know, breadth readings <60 and even <40 mean the rally 

will not be sustainable. Hence, we’ll watch these numbers closely. The sell signal on the SPXSI from two weeks ago 

continues, but the SI is now oversold and we may need to see a relief rally first before it can decline again; which is 

in line with the anticipate (<60) breadth readings for the anticipated bounce (either directly on soon)  

Figure 5. SPXMO remains negative, sell signal on SPXSI remains, but oversold.  
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Miscellaneous 

The ratio of the VIX:CPCE remains low; telling us a major bottom has not been struck yet. We need to see readings 

like October 2024, August-September 2015, and January-February 2016 to tell us VIX and CPCE are too high. Right 

now the readings are low and the ratio is more in no man’s land/top levels than anything else. 

Figure 6. VIX:CPCE ratio still low  
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As you know, we track a 34d trading interval on the DOW and SPX as it’s a Fib number and is relatively well-related 

to the moon cycle (see Figure 8a). Using trend lines on the DOW we can see that resistance is at the upper red 

descending trend line: $17700 and chance. From current levels that’s 1.1% higher. Translated to the SPX we would 

then see SPX2075. This fits with our aforementioned price targets. 

Figure 7. DOW and SPX reversed right on their 34d trading intervals. 
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Wave Degrees 

Some of you have asked if we could elaborate some more on the possible wave degree the market is in: Primary A 

vs Major a, vs Major 1 etc.  

Honestly, our first page should give you an idea of how difficult it is to track the wave degree. We set several 

parameters to ascertain a wave degree over the next few days. The same we need to do in the bigger picture; and 

we are equally uncertain. In addition, we wonder if it really matters. In fact we‘ve noticed that setting a big picture 

label on a wave brings out a certain sentiment that will be detrimental for trading. If we label primary A then we 

expect primary C to come and be devastating; logically. If we label major a, then we expect major c to be less steep 

and long than a primary C. But, if we add a major 1 label than we all think major 3 is around the corner; while in fact 

all 3 counts are possible; and all 3 with entirely different outcomes. How are you then going to “already position 

yourself” for that? 

We therefore prefer NOT to pre-label big-picture wave degrees –anymore- as they mess with our mind set. They do 

not allow for objective trading, positioning and investing as they lead us to believe we can anticipate the markets 

next big move. The recent rally clearly showed that we cannot: we anticipated high 1900s and we got low 2100s. 

Right direction, wrong magnitude. Instead, therefore, and since then we recommend to let the price action guide 

our trading using set price levels to determine the next wave and market move. The big picture waves will then 

eventually fall into place. 

For those who find that an unsatisfying answer we want to be clear that since the NDX made a new ATH, which is 

one of the cleaner counting indices, in December last year; a primary AB label for the recent low in February and 

high in April; respectively is less likely than a major ab label instead.  

In addition, using EWT we can count 5 waves up for that recent SPX1810-2110 advance; OEW can’t. Who’s wromg, 

who’s right? Since we never bet on one horse only as it will never win all races we cannot rule out new ATHs going 

forward. A deeper retrace followed by a break above SPX2111 will simple put us in the bullish camp. Also here, no 

reason to front run i.e. trying to “already positioning myself because I think/know what will happen next big picture 

wise” as it is a recipe for disaster especially in the CB driven market which has caused a lot of ambiguity.  

Bottom line: we want everybody to trade and invest safely and make consistent profits; big or small doesn’t matter. 

profit=profit! Period. Big picture labels in our opinion don’t help us achieve that goal. Honestly, who cares if it is 

primary C or major c or intermediate c down? Down is down, let the price action be the guide. Take profits at logical 

price targets –which we provide- and things are going very well.  

 

This is all about making profits not about the correct wave label. 
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